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Resumen 

El siguiente documento describe un estudio teórico sobre de redes de corto y medio alcance               

basadas en protocolos IoT. El objetivo principal del estudio es recopilar información para un posterior               

estudio práctico sobre las vulnerabilidades, que ciertos protocolos de comunicación inalámbrica en redes de              

corto y medio alcance, contienen. Con el fin de realizar un estudio más exhaustivo, específico y recopilar                 

información que a día de hoy está disgregada en diferentes fuentes, nos hemos centrado en dos protocolos                 

de uso muy extendido en redes de corto y medio alcance. Estos protocolos son ZigBee y 6LowPAN.                 

Ambos protocolos concuerdan en el uso de IEEE 802.15.4 como base de la pila de protocolos. Además,                 

ambos protocolos permiten tanto su implementación como su uso en dispositivos con capacidades muy              

limitadas, más específicamente, el bajo consumo y coste. Por ello, en ambos protocolos estudiaremos la               

pila de protocolo que los componen. ZigBee se basa en el uso de su propia capa de aplicación mientras que                    

la capa network es algo más simple, generalmente gestionada por ZigBee. Por otro lado, tenemos               

6LowPAN, el cual destaca por utilizar IPv6 como direccionamiento de red y por tener una capa de                 

adaptación entre IPv6 e IEEE 802.15.4. Además, hemos estudiado la tipología de las redes que forman este                 

tipo de protocolos. En redes ZigBee, llegamos a la conclusión de que lo más común es encontrar redes de                   

tipo estrella, árbol y malla. Mientras que 6LowPAN únicamente forma redes de tipo malla con estructuras                

comunes de árbol en su interior, ya que utiliza RPL como protocolo principal de enrutamiento. Tras el                 

análisis de la pila y las redes, analizamos los modos de seguridad que ambos protocolos utilizan para cifrar                  

y proteger las comunicaciones en la red. Tras ello, analizamos las principales vulnerabilidades de cada               

protocolo en los ámbitos más comunes. Esto es una decisión que se llevó a cabo tras modificar el ámbito                   

del proyecto práctico a un proyecto teórico. ZigBee sufre comúnmente ataques de tipo replay, los cuales no                 

es capaz de mitigar correctamente. Además, sufre los siguientes ataques, insecure key storage, insecure key               

transportation, reusing initialization vector, predictable sensor pulling rates, default link values,           

unauthenticated acknowledgement packets, unencrypted keys, predictable PAN IDs and limited channels,           

insufficient replay connections, signal interference, unauthenticated network commissioning, lack of DDoS           

protection mechanisms, re-using link keys, touchlink factory reset and privacy issues. On the other side,               

6LowPAN queda algo más protegido por el uso de IPSec junto con direccionamiento IPv6, sin embargo,                

los ataques más comunes sobre este protocolo se enfocan en RPL. Por ello, 6LowPAN sufre las siguientes                 

amenazas, selective forwarding, sinkhole, clone ID, sybil, hello flooding, wormhole, blackhole, DoS and             

alteration and spoofing attacks. Finalmente, se ofrecen dos direcciones sobre las que este proyecto puede               

enfocarse. La primera de ellas se basa en realizar un estudio práctico sobre los protocolos que se han                  

estudiado en este documento y probar que vulnerabilidades a dia de hoy han sido mitigadas o no. Como se                   

mencionó previamente, este es el objetivo inicial de este proyecto pero no ha podido llevarse a cabo. La                  

segunda opción es continuar el estudio, enfocando otros protocolos diferentes y basados en otros              

estándares, que posteriormente se puedan testear en un estudio práctico. 
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Summary 

The following document describes a theoretical study on short-medium range networks based on             

IoT protocols. The main objective of the study is to gather information for a subsequent practical study on                  

the vulnerabilities, which certain wireless communication protocols in short and medium range networks             

contain. In order to carry out an exhaustive and specific study and to collect information that is currently                  

disaggregated in different sources, we have focused on two protocols that are widely used in short and                 

medium range networks. These protocols are ZigBee and 6LowPAN. Both protocols agree on the use of                

IEEE 802.15.4 as the basis of the protocol stack. In addition, both protocols allow both their                

implementation and their use in devices with very limited capabilities, more specifically, low power and               

cost. Therefore, in both protocols we will study the protocol stack that composes them. ZigBee is based on                  

the use of its own application layer while the network layer is somewhat simpler, usually managed by                 

ZigBee. On the other hand, 6LowPAN uses IPv6 as network addressing and for having an adaptation layer                 

between IPv6 and IEEE 802.15.4. In ZigBee networks, we concluded that the most common was to find                 

star, tree and mesh type networks. While 6LowPAN only forms mesh type networks with common tree                

structures inside, since it uses RPL as the main routing protocol. After analyzing the stack and the                 

networks, we analyze the security models that both protocols use to encrypt and protect communications in                

the network. After that, we analyze the main vulnerabilities of each protocol in the most common areas.                 

This is a decision that was made after changing the scope of the practical project to a theoretical project.                   

ZigBee commonly suffers from replay-type attacks, which it is not able to mitigate properly. In addition, it                 

suffers the following attacks, insecure key storage, insecure key transportation, reusing initialization            

vector, predictable sensor pulling rates, default link values, unauthenticated acknowledgement packets,           

unencrypted keys, predictable PAN IDs and limited channels, insufficient replay connections, signal            

interference, unauthenticated network commissioning, lack of DDoS protection mechanisms, re-using link           

keys, touchlink factory reset and privacy issues. On the other side, 6LowPAN is somewhat more protected                

by the use of IPSec along with IPv6 addressing, however, the most common attacks on this protocol focus                  

on RPL. Therefore, 6LowPAN suffers from the following threats, selective forwarding, sinkhole, clone ID,              

sybil, hello flooding, wormhole, blackhole, DoS and alteration and spoofing attacks. Finally, there are two               

directions on which this project can focus. The first one is based on conducting a practical study on the                   

protocols that have been studied in this document and testing which vulnerabilities have been mitigated or                

not so far. As mentioned previously, this is the initial objective of this project but it has not been possible to                     

carry it out. The second option is to continue the study, focusing on other different protocols and based on                   

other standards, which can later be tested in a practical study. 
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Abstract 

Nowaday, IoT related environments are rapidly evolving. The number of devices along            

with the protocols and communications have changed drastically. Based on this fact,            

communication protocols in short and medium range networks need to be competent.            

This competitiveness is commonly translated into an improvement in certain aspects of            

the protocol that make it more competitive, such as fast connectivity. However, many             

times, these types of aspects commonly diminish other aspects such as those related to              

security. With the current evolution of the systems, the IoT world is becoming more and               

more important. IoT devices are not only used in home networks but also in more critical                

systems such as smart buildings and healthcare systems. These systems must be protected             

effectively as the consequences can be catastrophic. Based on the fact that IoT devices              

are being incorporated into much more complex networks, security shall be considered.            

For this reason, at this time, we have considered it necessary to carry out a theoretical                

analysis of the possible threats and consequences that these protocols suffer today. 

 

Key Words  
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Introduction 

IoT protocols are rapidly changing today. They need to be competitive in the evolving IoT market.                

It's impossible to stop the evolution of technology. Practically all aspects of nowadays’ societies evolve               

thanks to and around the existing technology. Rapid evolution prevents the maturity of technology from               

advancing at the same speed. An immature product, such as the market for IoT devices focused on the short                   

and medium range network market, has certain implications. Among these implications, security is a factor               

that is usually not taken into account, since it represents a step forward in all phases of the development of                    

these products and therefore represents a certain delay. Not only is it necessary to think about the speed at                   

which a device needs to operate or the high connectivity that exists between them, but it is also necessary to                    

think about the security that these devices offer. Today, we are only considering the basis and use of these                   

technologies for the near future. One of the most common approaches today is smart cities. Many of the                  

projects involved in this type of development involve the use of IoT devices for a wide range of purposes,                   

such as traffic control on roads, smart buildings, smart signaling, etc. At this point, networks are no longer                  

something as simple as a home network and therefore, different factors such as the human factor, involve                 

an unnecessary risk. There is a need to improve the security of devices involved in short and medium range                   

networks. 

 

Therefore, it was initially proposed to carry out a technical analysis on the existing security in short and                  

medium range networks. The objective was to try to measure the extent to which these types of networks                  

were stable and could maintain a normal operational level. The approach at the time was through denial of                  

service attacks related to the most common protocols in networks of this type such as ZigBee and                 

6LowPAN. After the current situation, it was necessary to give a much more theoretical approach to the                 

project. Both the motivation of the project and the objective at this point is to gather as much valuable                   

information as possible for a later technical analysis of the existing security in short and medium range                 

networks. In addition, we sought to gather in a single document as much information as possible related to                  

short and medium range networks based on wireless communication protocols. 

 

The first part of the document focuses on ZigBee. The second part of the document focuses on 6LowPAN                  

and finally the third part develops the conclusions and future research. The parts focused on each protocol                 

introduce the protocol, analyze the protocol stack, the network topology, the security models of each               

protocol and the set of vulnerabilities we have considered to analyze. More specifically, in ZigBee we                

analyze the descriptors that compose the network, the trust center and the cryptographic keys used during                

the communication. Finally, in the conclusions and future research part, we provide two ideas that allow the                 

continuity of the project, a practical study and/or a theoretical study on other protocols such as BLE,                 

Z-Wave and LoRaWAN. 
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ZigBee Protocol 

ZigBee is an open source low cost wireless technology. Radiofrequency based, ZigBee is able to               

connect two devices between 10 and 100 meters apart. ZigBee is built on IEEE 802.15.4 standard and it is                   

supported by the ZigBee Alliance. Three common types of network specification, ZigBee Pro, ZigBee              

RF4CE and ZigBee IP. There are also application profiles like ZigBee Home Automation, ZigBee Smart               

Energy, etc. 

 

Protocol Stack 

 

Figure 1. ZigBee protocol stack. Image based on the following reference [1]. 

 

ZigBee protocol stack is basically built by four layers, the application (APL) layer, the network layer                

(NWK), the medium access control (MAC) layer and the physical layer. Physical and MAC layers are                

governed by IEEE 802.15.4 and the APL and NWK layers are governed by the ZigBee standard. 
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1. APL 

a. ZigBee Device Objects (ZDO) 

ZDO Provides an interface between the application objects, the device profile and the APS. ZDO               

initializes the APS, the NWK and the Security service provider. It assembles configuration             

information from the application objects to determine and implement, device and service            

discovery, security management (key loading, establishment, transport and authentication),         

network management (discovery, leaving, joining, resetting and creating networks), binding, node           

and group management. ZDO manages security policies and security configurations of a device.             

Objects listed as mandatory in the specifications document reside on all ZigBee devices. [1] 

 

b. Application support sub-layer (APS) 

Interface between the NWK and the APL layer. It provides services between to establish and               

maintain the security relations. These services are provided via APS Data Entity (APSDE) and              

APS Management Entity (APMSE). APS allows the frame security to be based on link keys or                

network keys. APS processes secure transmission, reception, establishment and management of           

cryptographic keys. Upper layers control the management. [1] 

 

c. Application framework 

Environment to host application objects (254). Application objects define application profiles and            

clusters. [1] 

 

2. NWK 

Network layer ensures IEEE 802.15.4-2003 MAC sub-layer operates correctly and provides an interface to              

the application layer. Data and management entities are used between the network layer and the application                

layer. This layer processes outgoing and incoming frames. Frame protection is based on AES and CCM. [1] 

 

3. MAC 

MAC layers control the access to radio channels via CSMA-CA mechanism, transmission beacon frames,              

synchronization and providing a reliable transmission mechanism. MAC frames are, data frames, beacon             

frames, acknowledgement frames and MAC command frames. This layer security is based on IEEE              

802.15.4 standard. [1] 

 

4. Physical Layer 

The physical layer operates in two separate frequency ranges, 868/915 MHz and 2.4 GHz. The physical                

layer responsibilities are packet generation, packet reception, data transparency and power management. [1] 
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Functional Descriptors 

 

Figure 2. ZigBee network elements. Image based on the following reference [1]. 

 

● Coordinator 

The coordinator establishes, executes and manages ZigBee networks. It configures the security level of the               

network and configures the address of the Trust Center (default mode is the coordinator). The coordinator                

has a list of currently associated devices and facilitates previously connected devices to rejoin the network.                

There is only one coordinator in the network. The coordinator can be double-ip as a router. [1] 

● Router 

Routes packages between end devices and the coordinator. Routers need the Trust Center’s permission to               

join the network (if security is enabled in the network). Routers can be double-up as end devices. Routers                  

can allow other routers and end devices to join the network. They also maintain a list of currently                  

associated devices and help previously connected devices to rejoin. [1] 

● End device 

Commonly known to be sensor devices. Normally low powered or battery operated. [1] 

 

Trust Center 

Trust Center (TC) is an application that runs on the device trusted by other devices inside a                 

ZigBee network. The Trust Center distributes the keys for the purpose of network and end-to-end               

application configuration management. The trust center could be the coordinator or any other device              

designated as the trust center by the coordinator. All the members of the network recognize only one Trust                  

Center (which is the only one in the network). It is configured to operate in either standard or high security                    
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mode. It is used to establish end-to-end application keys by sending out link keys directly or by sending out                   

master keys. [1] 

 

● Standard mode 

Residential applications focused. TC maintains a list of devices, master keys, link keys and network keys                

with all the devices in the network. It also maintains a standard network key and control policies for                  

network admittance. Each device joining the network in this mode, shall have a global link key or a unique                   

link key (depends on the application). TC should previously know the value of the link key and the type,                   

global or unique. Global link keys have the advantage that the memory required by the TC does not grow.                   

Unique link keys have the advantage of being unique for each device on the network. [1] 

 

● High Security mode 

High security commercial applications focused. TC maintains a list of devices, master keys, link keys and                

network keys. The TC controls and enforces security policies over the keys and network admittance over                

the list of devices. [1] 

 

Network Topology 

ZigBee supports three types of network topologies, mainly for personal purposes (PAN, Personal             

Area Networks). In order to make the right decision, the following aspects should be taken into                

consideration, line/battery powered nodes, expected battery lifetime, amount of network traffic required,            

latency requirements and cost of the solution. We should also consider what is the impact of these aspects                  

over security and the issues related to that. The following ZigBee topologies are widely found, star, tree and                  

mesh topologies. 

 

Any kind of topology needs a routing algorithm to maintain connectivity between the nodes. Routing               

algorithms define the way a node communicates with the rest of the adjacent nodes. If a node wants to                   

communicate with another node further away it needs its neighbours to transmit the information until it                

reaches the target node. PAN networks based on ZigBee protocol, use two types of routing algorithms. For                 

the case of star type networks, the algorithm is simple since the nodes only have one neighbor, the                  

coordinator. Therefore, the coordinator node is the only one who needs to have a list of all the adjacent                   

nodes. The routing is done through that node and not in the rest. The rest of the topologies, tree and mesh,                     

are more complex, so they need more complex algorithms and therefore more expensive. Tree networks use                

a tree routing algorithm. For the specific case of ZigBee the tree routing algorithm uses Cskip, block                 

address allocation mechanism. This implies that each node contains a set of addresses to name its potential                 

children. [2] 
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Mesh networks are mainly governed by table-driven algorithms. This means that each node contains a table                

with information about the other adjacent nodes (1 hop nodes). For the specific case of ZigBee, the                 

algorithm in use is neighbor table, which is based on Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV). This                 

implies that each node keeps some information about the rest of the nodes. More specifically, each node                 

stores in each row of the table the PAN identification node extended address, the extended address, the                 

network address and the relationship with that node. This kind of algorithm updates the entries in the tables                  

adding new nodes through NLME-NETWORK-DISCOVERY requests. That is, when a node is            

incorporated into the network, it sends an NLME-NETWORK-DISCOVERY request. After this action, it             

receives beacon responses from the rest of the nodes, from which it only updates its table with the                  

information of the neighboring nodes (1 hop distance). In case of eliminating a node from the network, the                  

node that leaves sends a NLME-LEAVE-PACKET request so the adjacent nodes can eliminate the relevant               

entry in their tables. [2] 

 

● Star 

Star topologies do not have routers. The coordinator is in charge of routing the packets in the network as                   

well as initiating and maintaining the devices on the network. The end devices can only communicate                

through the coordinator. [1] 

 

The cost of this type of network is usually not very high. The fact that there is only one coordinator means                     

that the size of the network is limited to the number of devices that the coordinator allows to be connected.                    

As there is one point in the whole network that the traffic has to go through, the network will also be                     

limited by the coordinator's capacity to redirect the traffic (commonly known as a bottleneck). A single                

implicit coordinator is likely to be the TC. These types of networks are theoretically weak, due to the                  

possibility that making an accurate attack on the TC will lead to the disconnection of the whole network.                  

[1] 
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Figure 3. Star type network topology. Image based on the following reference [1]. 

 

 

● Tree 

Tree topologies are hierarchically structured so the root node is the coordinator. This type of topology                

includes router nodes both as childs of the coordinator and other end devices. The function of the                 

coordinator is to establish the network and choose the key network parameters. Routers are responsible for                

routing data through the network as well as controlling messages. End devices should only be able to                 

communicate through the coordinator or a router, as they are only attached to these types of devices. This                  

topology employs beacon-oriented communication, as established by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. [1] 

 

This type of topology changes a little bit from the previous ones. They are more expensive to implement,                  

because it is necessary to include intermediate nodes such as routers. However, it is possible to prioritize                 

the structure, which implies that traffic is reduced in critical nodes. That is to say, there is not one node                    

through which all the traffic goes through, but it is possible to dose the traffic. This has implications on                   

other aspects to be taken into account such as energy saving. Generally, one of the ways to attack this type                    

of network is through the physical link in the lower layers of the protocol stack. Theoretically, it is possible                   

to prevent a node from working properly due to the high traffic flow in the network. Despite having a                   

certain hierarchy, the coordinating node still has a high level of involvement in the network. Avoiding                

attacks on this type of node remains crucial to maintain security in this type of network. In addition, the fact                    

that the lower nodes in the tree hierarchy are rendered unusable if the parent node is compromised, implies                  

that the network in the hypothetical case that it fails, will fail in parts. This implies that not all of the                     

network is rendered unusable if one of the central nodes is compromised. Only the lower nodes would be                  

disabled. Although this looks like a drawback, it can be seen as an advantage. Having the network so                  

structured means that we can avoid major damages if one of the lower nodes is compromised. This,                 

however, makes the lower nodes of the tree more likely to be attacked. 

 

In addition, the structure of the network implies that the use of a routing algorithm is necessary. This type                   

of algorithm allows communication between nodes further than one hop away. The discovery of nodes at                

one hop distance is a feature that is included in the protocol. As we have introduced before, there are two                    

types of routing algorithms. In this type of network, the algorithm used is tree routing. However, the                 

algorithm used, although simple and possible to use with limited resources, is quite inefficient. A node that                 

communicates with its neighbor (1 hop distance) at least has to make two jumps to be able to communicate                   

with that node. That is, it needs to get the information up to the parent, and in case that node is the child of                        

the same parent, there is still 1 more hop. If both nodes are not siblings, the number of hops increases                    
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because it is necessary to get up until the parent is found. This generates an unnecessary amount of traffic                   

that is very unfavorable to the network. The most common attacks in this type of network are based on                   

leaving the most important nodes within the network disabled (Denial of Service attacks). One of the most                 

common methods of performing this type of attack is by drastically increasing the traffic in the network,                 

until the nodes are not able to operate. 

 

Figure 4. Tree type network topology. Image based on the following reference [1]. 

 

● Mesh 

Mesh topologies are focused on full peer-to-peer communication. There is only one coordinator which is               

focused on establishing the network and setting the network key. Routers can double-up as end devices but                 

cannot emit beacons. This kind of topology is self healing, which means the whole network does not                 

depend on the coordinator. There are different links between the nodes that form the network. This                

redundancy allows the network to be active  although some fallen nodes exist. [1] 

 

This type of topology differs from the rest because of the large connectivity that exists between the nodes.                  

They have high implementation costs as well as complexity. In this case, the network is not only more                  

expensive, but it also implies a higher cost when routing data packages. That is to say, it is necessary to use                     

an algorithm to make routing as stable and short as possible. Network growth can also be disproportionate.                 

One of the advantages that this type of topology clearly has is that there is a certain redundancy. This                   

implies that the network nodes, routers or end devices, have different connection points with other nodes.                

In star type networks the connection of the coordinator node is n times, being n the number of end devices                    

in the network (n links). However, the number of links of each end device is one. In tree networks, things                    

change slightly. Routers have a minimum of one link and a maximum of n sons plus a top link, while end                     
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devices behave the same way as in star networks, only have one link. Unlike these two types of networks,                   

in mesh networks, end devices, routers and the coordinator all have n links. This implies that the                 

connectivity is excellent compared to other networks. However, it is likely that an attack will spread more                 

quickly than in a tree network. 

 

Figure 5. Mesh type network topology.  Image based on the following reference [1]. 

 

Security Models 

● Centralized 

This model is based on focusing the network security on a single device, the network TC. This implies that                   

the network needs a coordinator with the ability to fulfil certain functions in order to secure the network. In                   

this model, the TC is in charge of configuring and authenticating the routers and end devices that are                  

incorporated into the network. In addition, it manages the cryptographic keys used in the network. This                

involves generating, maintaining and managing the keys used through the communications. Mainly, the             

keys are generated by the TC. Periodically, the TC resets the keys to prevent certain attackers from having                  

access to the network for an unlimited period of time if they have a key. The TC generates a new key for                      

the node that is incorporated in order to generate a secure link for/with that new node. [3] 

 

This model implies that each device that joins the network uses a different key to communicate with the                  

TC. In addition, there is a key to communicate through the network, which is used by the rest of the nodes                     

to communicate with other nodes except the TC. Although the network is cryptographically strong,              

everything depends on the TC.  

 

● Distributed 

This model is simpler than the centralized model, but less secure. In this type of model, the networks do not                    

use TC. The network only consists of node routers and end devices. The routers are responsible for                 
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incorporating any node that wants to be included in the network. In addition, they generate a unique key                  

used to communicate through the network. This key is used to encrypt communications. Each node uses a                 

pre-configured key (link key) in each device to encrypt the network key.  [3] 

 

Security Keys 

ZigBee ensures the security of the network through cryptographic keys. There are different types              

of cryptographic keys used in two phases while communicating in the network.The network key is used to                 

encrypt all communications across the network and the link key is used to encrypt communications               

between devices. As previously introduced, there are three types of keys, network key, link key and master                 

key. 

 

The network key is used to encrypt broadcast communications in the network. Within the ZigBee stack,                

these types of keys are applied in both the NWK and APL layers. This key is necessary for the nodes to                     

communicate with each other. There are two types of network keys, standard or high-security network               

keys. Standard keyscan either be sent openly or encrypted through the network. The high-security key is                

encrypted when it is sent over the network. Once the node is incorporated to the network, the key is                   

obtained in two different ways, key-transport or pre-installed. In key-transport mode, the key is transported               

encrypted to the node. However, the pre-installed mode implies that the key is known before the node is                  

included in the network. [3] 

 

The network key is used to encrypt unicast communications on the network. Within the ZigBee stack, this                 

type of key is applied in the APL layer. There are two types of link keys, global type and unique type.                     

Global type keys are established between the TC and the device. Unique keys are used between end devices                  

or routers communicating to other routers or end devices. Apparently each type of key defines how to                 

handle different types of messages from the TC, directly from the APL layer. There are three methods of                  

obtaining link keys, key transport, key establishment and pre installation. The key-transport method, as              

introduced previously, key-transport encrypts the key as it travels to the node that is entered in the network.                  

Key-establishment also encrypts the key but uses the network key. The pre-installation method is based on                

pre-installing the key on the end device previously entered into the network. This technique is usually used                 

with TCs while key establishment is used when dealing with end devices. [3] 

 

The master key is used to keep the link key between two nodes in the Symmetric Key Key Establishment                   

Protocol (SKKE) confidential. Within the ZigBee stack, this type of key is issued in the APL layer. Devices                  

in the network can acquire a master key through key-transport, pre-installation or user-entered data              
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methods. With reference to the previous key types, the last method allows a user to enter the key manually.                   

[3] 

 

● Centralized 

○ Network key (network) 

Network level key. The network key is used to encrypt broadcast communications on the              

network. Within the ZigBee stack, these types of keys are applied in both the NWK and                

APL layers. This key is necessary for the nodes to communicate with each other. There               

are two types of network keys, standard or high-security network keys. Standard keyscan             

either be sent openly or encrypted through the network. The high-security key is             

encrypted when it is sent over the network. Once the node is incorporated to the network,                

the key is obtained in two different ways, key-transport or pre-installed. In key-transport             

mode, the key is transported encrypted to the node. However, the pre-installed mode             

implies that the key is known before the node is included in the network. [3] 

 

○ Pre-configured global link key 

Application and network level key. Used in case no other link key is specified a t the time                  

joining the network. It has a default value of “5A 69 67 42 65 65 41 6C 6C 69 61 6E 63                      

65 30 39”. Manufacturer specific, this key is used to communicate between nodes within              

the same network form the same manufacturer. [4] 

 

○ Pre-configured unique link key 

Application and network level key. Link key, used between the TC and the node. This               

key is used to encrypt the network key. This type of key is unique for each node/TC                 

connection. The current version of ZigBee uses a 128-bit number, protected by a 16-bit              

CRC preinstalled in the device. [4] 

 

○ Trust Center Link Key 

Application level key. Link key, formed of a 128-bit random code protected with a 16-bit               

CRC. This key is commonly used when joining centralized security networks. The TC             

can ask for this code which should match with his code, pre-installed in the TC. If both                 

codes match, the device joins the network and both the TC and the device derive a                

128-bit link key by hashing the install code through MMO. [4] 

 

○ Application Link Key 
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Application level key. This key is used between two nodes within the same network. This               

key is commonly generated by the TC, based on the MAC addresses from both nodes.               

This key is commonly encrypted with the network node and the pre-configured unique             

link key. [4] 

 

● Distributed 

○ Network key 

This key has been introduced before. 

 

○ Distributed Security Global Link Key 

Application and network level key. This key is used to encrypt communications between             

the router and the joining node. This type of network keys are commonly             

pre-programmed previous use of the device. [4] 

 

○ Pre-configured link key 

Application and network level key. This type of key is usually the same as the previous                

one introduced. It is used for the same purpose and it is usually pre-programmed as well.                

The only difference is that these keys can be divided into three different types, a               

development key, a master key and a certification key. The master key is already              

explained above. Both the development and the certification key are used during the             

certification and the development phases of the ZigBee stack through the certification            

development and testing phases. [4]  
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Table 1. ZigBee security key table. Table based on the following reference [4]. 

 

Basically, in order to get the full picture of how encryption methods behave in Zigbee networks, it is                  

necessary to understand all those actions involved in joining a node to the network. We can define a simple                   

scenario in order to understand what happens when a node joins a network of this type. Another thing we                   

need to define in a specific way is whether the node joins a network whose security scope is centralized or                    

distributed. 

 

In the case of distributed networks, the only keys used are network keys and link keys. In this type of                    

network, as previously introduced, the TC position does not exist, so in the network only the routers can                  

generate network keys. In order for this key to travel encrypted to each device that joins the network, it is                    

necessary that each device that joins the network contains a pre-installed link key. In addition, depending                

on how the network is configured, the devices will use either standard network keys or high-security                

network keys. If the cable in use is standard, it travels unencrypted through the network. If the key is                   

high-security, in order to encrypt the network key, a pre-configured link key is used, which is known by all                   

other nodes in the network. [4] 
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When a node wants to join a network whose security standard is distributed type, the node itself receives                  

from the router, in charge of generating the keys, the network key encrypted with a link key, in case the                    

network key is configured as a high-security type key. This key can be a distributed security global link                  

key, which is known by all the nodes in the network, or the preconfigured link key, which has a known                    

value. The preconfigured link key has a known value set by the ZigBee alliance. The use of one key or                    

another depends on the type of device. This commonly relies on the manufacturer. Without getting into                

device competition, there is some reluctance to use devices from two different manufacturers. Specific link               

keys can be used by device manufacturers to avoid that even if two devices from different manufacturers                 

speak the same "language", ZigBee, they are able to communicate with each other. In the case of a standard                   

network key, if the network key is not encrypted, it will travel unencrypted over the network in response to                   

a request from a node that is incorporated into the network. If the network key is encrypted, it is the same                     

as high-security type networks. 

 

These two simple cases, distributed models with standard or high-security network keys, represent a              

low-cost and low-size standard network of ZigBee nodes. At first, the security, although existing, in this                

type of networks is practically null. From an attacker's point of view the network is encrypted, so all                  

messages securely travel through the space. If the network key is standard, the attacker only needs to                 

connect a roge node to obtain the key and be able to sniff the traffic in the network. In the case that a link                        

key is used to encrypt the network key, the attacker either knows the link key to decrypt the network key,                    

since it uses the default value set by the ZigBee alliance, or has the link key since it uses a node from the                       

same manufacturer as the ones in the network (or knows the pre-configured link key used by the                 

manufacturer). Besides, in this kind of networks, there is no TC, so it is much easier to include rogue nodes,                    

the keys do not expire, this means that once the attacker gains persistence in the network, he will never lose                    

it. 
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Figure 6. Key handling summary 1. 

 

In the case of centralized networks, all existing keys are used. Very generically there are two cases that                  

define the conversation between two nodes in a centralized ZigBee network. More specifically, these two               

nodes are the TC and a node that wants to join the network. These centralized type networks have a TC                    

node. This is the most secure way to operate with zigbee and also enforces the use of high-security network                   

keys. In this case the differentiating fact related to networks of distributed type, is that the TC generates the                   

link key (case 1) or the TC, through the master key, establishes a SKKE communication with the joining                  

node, to define the link key (case 2). It is not known in advance which is the link key, which in principle                      

avoids many of the problems found in distributed type networks. Besides, unlike the previous case, in this                 

case the link keys are used both in end-device communications and in end-device-router communications.              

The last one is the only one existing in distributed networks. [5] 

 

The first case represents a simple communication when a node wants to join an existing network. We can                  

define the communication as the node A, joining the network through the node B that already exists in the                   

network. The communication is initiated by A, through a request key message, the node sends to the TC the                   

type of key it wants to use and the address of the node it will join to the network (in this case B). The key                         

type at this point is usually generated in the application layer. After this message, the TC generates a link                   
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key to be used by A and B, which it sends in two separate messages to each node. Therefore, this                    

communication is resolved in 3 messages. All this communication is encrypted with the Master key of the                 

TC or with the link key of the TC. This type of communication is only done in networks with centralized                    

security. Normally, this type of networks are commonly based on devices from the same vendor. For the                 

communication of the link keys to be secure, a master key or a link key related to the TC is necessary.                     

These link keys are usually pre-installed by the manufacturer. [5] 

 

 

Figure 7. Key handling summary 2. 

 

The second case represents a more sophisticated but in some aspects safer communication. Assuming the               

same scenario as described in the first case, communication in this case is slightly complicated but involves                 

higher levels of security compared to the previous communication. The first three steps in the               

communication are the same three steps as in the previous case. In this case the TC communicates the                  

master key to the node A and the node B so they can start the communications of the SKKE phase in order                      

to generate a specific link key between them. The fourth message is a “establish key” message from A to B,                    

where the SKKE communication starts. In the fifth step B responds to the SKKE communication and from                 

here begins four steps where the SKKE communication is resolved. In the sixth and seventh steps, A and B                   

challenge each other, which will lead to the last two steps where they generate a message authentication                 

code, MAC, which will then be used to generate the link key they will use to communicate. During this                   
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communication, steps 4 and 5 are encrypted with the master key that has been communicated during steps                 

two and three. From step 4, the rest of the steps are protected within the SKKE phase. [5] 

 

 

Figure 8. Case 1 protocol narration. Image based on the following reference [5]. 

 

 

Figure 9. Case 2 protocol narration. Image based on the following reference [5]. 

 

Generally, there are a number of problems common to all communication networks. Commonly, all these               

networks suffer from attacks related to the communication packets between the nodes that travel through               

these networks. Usually, the packets can be either intercepted, forged or injected. These three are               
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commonly used together so that the attack is as accurate as possible. Intercepting packets implies that an                 

entity outside the network or not, is able to position itself between two nodes and "listen" to the                  

communication between the nodes. From this "listening", the rest of the threats, forge and inject, usually                

come along. Forge implies that the entity that is listening is capable of generating packets with similar, if                  

not equal, characteristics to those it is listening to, from the communication it is intercepting. Subsequently,                

this type of packets are forged into the network. The entity, being placed between both nodes, is able to                   

completely manipulate the communication between both nodes, since all the communication passes through             

it. An interception is usually resolved in two types of attacks, replay attacks or denial of service attacks                  

(DoS). Denial of service attacks are based on reducing or eliminating the activity of the nodes in the                  

network in order to destroy the network. This type of attack is usually common at the physical level. This                   

means intercepting is possible through physical means (for instance, radio interferences). However DoS             

attacks can also occur through communication interception (for instance, a rogue node messing up              

communications between nodes). The impact of this type of attack is high, since it implies that the network                  

can be destroyed, however, depending on the type of network, the attack may or may not be feasible. That                   

is to say, if the intercepting node is located at the periphery of the network, an attack of this type probably                     

does not have a great impact. That is, the network will not fall if a node on the periphery falls. However, in                      

the case where the node is intercepting a more critical communication, i.e. between several nodes and the                 

TC or is intercepting some communication with the central node in a star network or the root node in a tree                     

network, a DoS attack has a devastating impact. 

 

From another point of view, there are replay attacks. These are the most common attacks in this type of                   

networks. The impact of this type of attack can be very high. A replay attack implies that the entity                   

listening in a communication between two nodes, intercepts and redirects the communication replacing one              

of the original nodes. More simply, imagine the case where a node A is asking permission from a node B to                     

connect to the network, and there is an entity intercepting the communication between them. When node A                 

asks for permissions to node B to connect to the network, the entity in the middle of the communication                   

intercepts A's message and sends it to B. In this way, the intercepting node is able to join the network by                     

replicating the legitimate message from A, which it has used to connect to B. This type of attack is used                    

mainly to decrypt communications on the network. That is, if at any time the intercepting node is able to                   

obtain the keys in use, it can replay that key to decrypt the messages between network nodes. 

 

These types of attacks can be diminished through the use of different techniques. The most common is the                  

use of freshness elements. These elements prevent certain characteristics of the network from becoming              

permanently stable, that is, they make the security of the network dynamic. Common elements of freshness                

in network communications are session identifiers, one time passwords, nonces, MACs and timestamps.             
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The most common are session identifiers, which are used to specifically identify a user on the network.                 

This identifier is usually a token, which is used to validate the user's activity on the network. Any other                   

token that does not have a valid session id should not be able to act on the network. All other elements                     

work in the same way, offering a way to ensure that the use of cryptographic keys on the network is for a                      

limited time or can be used once and/or by a specific individual. ZigBee uses frame counters as a freshness                   

method. In a communication, the frame counter simply rejects frames with a smaller number than the last                 

frame received. This is not entirely strong, as it is possible to bypass this measure. If the frame counter                   

were randomly numbered, it might be safer. As implemented in the current version, the frame counter                

increases per packet, which means that if a user sends a packet with the frame counter at its maximum                   

value, the rest of the messages are rejected (DoS). [5]  

 

Related to the last cases, there are deficiencies in the way communications are made. That is to say, the fact                    

that there are no measures related to freshness makes the communication, despite being cryptographically              

strong, vulnerable. In the first case, it is possible for an attacker to obtain the keys in use after hearing the                     

first complete communication. That is, if he is able to intercept the original communication, he is able to                  

replay the second and the third message without the need of the TC to do so. In the second case it happens                      

in exactly the same way, messages two and three, after an initial complete communication, are replayed by                 

the attacker and not by the TC, in a second communication. Basically, the role of the attacker is to stand in                     

front of the TC and replay the previously captured packets. There are certain circumstances that must be                 

met for the attack to be effective. The first one is that the victim must start the communication again. That                    

means, it is necessary that he asks again for the key from the TC. In fact, many times it is not even                      

necessary for him to make the initial request, at least in the first case, which was introduced previously. The                   

second condition is related to the keys in use. This is “the flaw” when dealing with this type of                   

communications. Since there are no freshness factors, the second condition is that the keys do not change.                 

This means that the keys used in the second communication are the keys used in the original                 

communication, which is very common. As a third factor, it is necessary for the attacker to know how to                   

locate which communications are made with the TC. In addition, it is necessary to make the replay before                  

the TC itself, in order to use the old keys and not the new ones. 
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Figure 10. Case 1 attack narration. Image based on the following reference [5]. 

 

In order to evaluate the impact, it is necessary to see which factors, related to the data involved, are going                    

to receive any kind of impact. If we evaluate the CIA triad, confidentiality, integrity and availability of data                  

impacted by this type of flaws, we can conclude that two of the factors are clearly affected. Confidentiality                  

is broken as soon as any of the keys in use are compromised. Even if the use of replay attacks does not                      

involve direct disclosure of the keys, they can result in the keys being exposed. We will talk about this                   

later, but the keys can be compromised through physical means, i.e. by physically accessing the specific                

device. On the other hand, the authenticity is also exposed. The moment an attacker is able to reply                  

messages to other network nodes without them knowing it is the TC, all authenticity is lost. 
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Figure 11. Case 2 attack narration. Image based on the following reference [5]. 
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ZigBee Vulnerabilities 

The following set of vulnerabilities can be classified into two different types of vulnerabilities,              

implementation or protocol vulnerabilities. These categories represent the source of the vulnerability. If the              

source of the vulnerability is found in the protocol specifications, it will be a protocol type vulnerability. In                  

the case that the vulnerability is in the implementation phase, it will be of an implementation type                 

vulnerability. [6] 

 

Commonly, standards take certain things for granted. That is to say, they compose a common set of actions                  

that are carried out to implement the system defined in the standard. Normally, standard type vulnerabilities                

exist because the standard is created with a goal and it is trusted that the applications around do not                   

devirtualize the practices that the standard is defined for. For example, ZigBee as a standard, relies on the                  

network to be free of interferences. Because it uses a frequency range common to other protocols,                

interferences are normal. Another factor is as standards are commonly theoretically defined,            

implementation vulnerabilities can not be found. Therefore, this type of vulnerabilities are not found and               

cannot be fixed until the implementation phase.  

 

It is important to note that the implementation of a standard varies greatly depending on the objective the                  

standard is defined for. In this case, we are working with a standard that is based on the IEEE 802.15.4                    

standard. This means that there may be vulnerabilities in IEEE 802.15.4 that are inherited by the ZigBee                 

protocol. Normally, implementation vulnerabilities arise at the time of implementing and completing the             

protocol stack by the top layer protocols, in this case ZigBee. This means that when ZigBee implements                 

the MAC and PHY layer, inherited from the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, and even its own layers, it can                  

generate vulnerabilities. Despite this, in many cases, the upper layers patch vulnerabilities from lower              

layers. As we have said, these vulnerabilities are not generated at the protocol level, so they will be related                   

to the protocol at a higher layer.  

 

The following vulnerabilities can be found during the implementation face of the ZigBee protocol. 

 

● Insecure key storage 

Commonly, it is assumed that keys are safely stored in each device. As we have seen previously, the keys                   

are stored at some point in the device. However, there is usually no secure storage for keys. The devices                   

can be tampered in order to obtain the keys. Commonly, if an attacker is able to physically access the                   

device, it is possible to obtain the keys through hardware/software means. The hardware means are based                

on accessing the chipset or the RAM of the device in order to obtain the keys stored in the memory. On the                      
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other hand, the software can also be tampered. Many devices do not properly secure or delete keys that                  

have already been used. This implies that it is possible, through bugs in the software, to access the keys that                    

have been used, therefore disclosed. This is closely related to a previously discussed problem, which is the                 

use of the same key during different communications. [5] 

 

● Insecure key transportation 

Within lightweight systems, key transportation is usually insecure.This means not only the key is in danger,                

because it travels insecurely, but also the rest of the components of the network. In order to avoid both                   

computational and energy costs, standard mode keys travel unencrypted over the air. This implies that an                

attacker capable of placing himself in the middle of the communication is able to intercept the keys. [6] 

 

● Reusing Initialization Vector 

The initialization vector is not using the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol itself in order to secure the sending of                  

credentials. Zigbee is a victim of same-nonce attacks, since it inherits it from the base protocol in its stack.                   

This attack is based on the fact that it is possible for an attacker to retrieve information from its encrypted                    

value based on AES-CTR. The use of the same nonce in the same key, is usually occurring on two different                    

occasions. The first case is related to the chip that implements the IEEE 802.15.4 communication protocol.                

Normally, these chips use ACLs to control the number of the devices that are connected to it. Normally,                  

these ACLs are configured with the same nonce for all of them. The second case is related to the way an                     

end device loses power. In the case where an end device becomes de-energized, the ACLs are usually                 

erased. When the device returns to its original state, there is a high probability that the device will                  

reconfigure the ACLs using the same nonce. 

 

● Predictable sensor polling rates 

Normally, in order to save energy, end devices are asleep for a specific period of time. This period of time                    

is known as polling rates. Every so often, the device wakes up to pull information from the TC or when it                     

wakes up. If an attacker knows the time of this interval, he is able to send crafted messages to the device so                      

that its energy expenditure increases. That is, if we know when it is asleep, it is possible to keep the device                     

awake all the time by sending these crafted messages at the time it goes to sleep. In this mode, the device                     

consumes more energy which commonly leads to DoS attacks. [7] 

 

The following vulnerabilities can be found at a protocol level of ZigBee. 
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● Default link key values 

In order to give maximum interoperability to the entire zigbee device community, manufacturers use              

default link keys, so that it is possible to link a device from another manufacturer to an existing network.                   

As we have seen previously, despite the types of keys used by the ZigBee protocol, there are default keys,                   

which is a vulnerability. From an attacker's point of view, it is possible to join a network with a device that                     

uses the default keys. 

 

● Unauthenticated acknowledgement packets 

Both ZigBee and IEEE 802.15.4 do not protect acknowledgement packets against integrity and             

confidentiality attacks. This implies that the packets, if intercepted, may be read by someone without               

permission, or modified before reaching the target. This vulnerability leads to man-in-the-middle attacks.             

An attacker is able to spoof communications between two nodes and send an ACK packet to one of them                   

making that node think that the communication has been established correctly when it has not. In this way,                  

the tricked node with the encrypted ACK packet will send the attacker all the information back. This way,                  

the attacker can access the information, since the sender receives a false ACK from the attacker. 

 

● Unencrypted keys 

One of the most common vulnerabilities in short and medium range communication protocols is related to                

the use of unencrypted keys. Normally, when an unconfigured node joins a network, the TC will send an                  

unencrypted key to that node in order to establish certain communication parameters. At this point, it is a                  

normal practice, since the joining node does not have to have any previous configuration to communicate                

with the TC or other network nodes. When these circumstances occur, there is a time window in which this                   

vulnerability exists. These keys should be the link keys of the TC, used to encrypt the consequent                 

communications between a node and the TC. This means that the TC will use this key to encrypt the                   

network or link key that the node has to use to communicate with the connection node . In the event that an                      

attacker is able to spoof the unencrypted key, all other communications are completely compromised. [7] 

 

● Predictable PAN IDs and limited channels 

In the ZigBee protocol, a device is able to rejoin a network when the PAN ID and the network channel                    

saved on the device match the ones used in the network. The PAN ID is a 64-bit value, and can be                     

brute-forced in order to make a device available to rejoin a network (it will take some processing time to                   

find the correct PAN ID, but eventually an attacker can find its value). In addition, the number of channels                   

on which ZigBee operates is limited to 16, which makes it easy to find the correct network channel as well. 
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● Insufficient replay protections 

It could be argued that ZigBee has replay protection mechanisms as part of its specification; however, the                 

802.15.4 specification has limited replay protection mechanisms that even an encrypted message cannot             

supplement. Therefore, an attacker can replicate any previously observed traffic up to key rotation. There               

are several other attacks that accompany the replay attack: 

 

❏ DDoS: a malicious user can receive packets at one point in the network and then replay                

them in other areas to interfere with the general functionality of the network (wormhole              

attack) 

 

❏ The Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP) MIC attack on IEEE 802.11 networks is             

one in which an attacker decodes the payload one byte at a time using multiple replays                

and observing the airborne response to MIC failures. 

 

Over the years, researchers have also succeeded in implementing the replay attack using the "Killer Bee"                

tool manufactured by Joshua Wright and have clearly illustrated the serious problems it can cause. 

 

● Signal interference 

Although ZigBee has established certain techniques to protect against network interference, they are not              

comprehensive and slow to implement, allowing an attacker to take control of the frequency channel on                

which the network operates. This phenomenon is prominent in large networks, where transmissions are              

much more frequent and signals can be detected quite efficiently. 

 

● Unauthorized network commissioning 

A ZigBee device connects to the first network available without any further interaction from the ZigBee                

device user. Therefore, it is possible to force a ZigBee device to join a fake network (even without the                   

knowledge of the active secret keys expected by the ZigBee device if it rejoins a network). An attacker is                   

able to do this by sending a "reset to factory settings" command to the device and wait for the device to                     

look for a ZigBee network to connect to. 

 

● Lack of DDoS Protection Mechanisms 

A denial of service (DoS) attack causes a node to reject all received messages. In a ZigBee network, denial                   

of service can be achieved by 
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❏ Maximize the frame counter: The attacker composes a message that includes random            

content (it's also legitimate) such as the encrypted payload (without knowing the security             

key), sets the frame counter to maximum and sends it to the node. By setting the frame                 

counter to maximum, any legitimate frame that reaches the node after the attack will be               

automatically rejected by the receiving device because the frame counter of the received             

message will be smaller than the one recorded by the node at the time of the attack. This                  

attack is possible in situations where the packet's MIC (Message integrity code) is not              

verified. 

❏ Flooding the network with messages (legitimate or fake packets) or frames. The            

following reference proposes the broadcast storm attack involving the obstruction of the            

network by sending numerous broadcast packets. [8] 

 

❏ Altering routing tables to redirect all network traffic to a dummy device (sink attack) by               

deliberately sending messages to build artificial routing routes or introducing loops into            

the routing process of legitimate sensors. As a result, the transmission of packets between              

the devices is hampered, resulting in DDoS. 

 

❏ Using interference techniques (signal interference, reflective interference, power spectral         

density change, etc.) to trick the user into initiating a factory reset or preventing the               

devices from communicating. This technique can also force a reset and reset the attack              

time to sniff out the network key. 

 

● Re-using link key 

ZigBee allows link keys to be reused when rejoining the network. Therefore, it would make it possible for                  

an attacker to copy the address credentials of a device and forge an insecure rejoining network layer using a                   

separate device. This would result in the TC passing the encrypted network key with the previously used                 

link key to the cloned device. As a result, an attacker could gain full access to the network key and                    

therefore to the entire network. 

 

Generally, this type of vulnerabilities are exploited during a node’s phase of reconnection to the network.                

This implies that many times the attacker is able to disconnect a node from the network in order to exploit                    

vulnerabilities at the moment of rejoining. One of the recently published vulnerabilities related to IoT               

devices (not POC released) demonstrates how an attacker is able to gain access to an IoT network                 

(furthermore the attacker is able to gain control of the computer controlling the network) by disconnecting a                 

user that is connected to the network and forcing him to reset the connection. If you analyze the                  
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compendium of vulnerabilities with which it is possible to exploit IoT protocols, more specifically ZigBee,               

exploitation is commonly done at the moment a node is totally unconfigured and needs to reconnect to the                  

network with default credentials/keys. [36] 

 

● TouchLink Factory reset 

It is legitimate for a Touchlink initiator to send a factory reset command to a target node already on the                    

network, allowing the target node to be removed from the current network and moved to another network.                 

The process is aptly referred to as theft. However, it provides a window of opportunity for an unauthorized                  

person to move a device to another network of theirs for malicious purposes. 

 

● Privacy issues 

Low range networks are very commonly attacked through analysis type attacks. This type of attack is based                 

on the analysis of the network and obtaining information about its environment. These types of attacks are a                  

big threat. The analysis of the traffic on these networks allows an attacker to see the functionality behind                  

them. An attacker can use this information to define an attack specifically for the network being analyzed.                 

Furthermore, this information can pose a real danger. Through data collection it is possible to analyze                

where the device is, how it is configured, etc. For example, it is possible to know through the behavior of a                     

temperature sensor, where it is located, through temperature and time measurements. Through motion             

detection sensors, it is possible to know if there is someone at home or not. 

 

Despite these factors, many times these types of networks are openly exposed to the Internet. Due to the                  

high connectivity, it is possible to obtain information about these networks in an open way. If we do a small                    

test, we can see how easy it is to get certain results on misconfigured ZigBee based IoT devices. Through                   

Shodan we can search for ZigBee based devices. In this case, we have used one of the most common                   

models that exist in smarthome networks. Shodan is a search engine of internet connected devices. It is                 

extremely powerful, based on the fact that it can search the whole internet for different criterias. The                 

following captures show how it is possible to search for specific devices in use of the ZigBee protocol to                   

communicate with each other. 
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Capture 1. Shodan found devices 

 

 

Capture 2. Shodan information device 
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This is a simple result of a quick search for IoT services open to the Internet. Related to detection problems,                    

the following reference shows how it is possible to detect open internet IoT devices through three                

methodologies, two of them based on traffic and one of them based on TLS certificates. The paper                 

organizes the detection methods into IP /DNS-based and certificate-based methods. [10] 

 

IP and DNS-based detection methods are: 

 

1. Identifying device server names 

This method bases its search on detecting and identifying which servers/domain names are used by               

IoT devices. Usually these devices talk regularly and only to the servers that can identify them.                

Once we know which servers IoT devices are talking to, it is necessary to identify them physically,                 

usually using the IP or DNS direction. [10] 

 

2. IP-Based IoT detection 

This method uses IoT devices based on packet exchanges between IoT devices and device servers.               

The authors point out that for each device, they try to match the type of device with the name of                    

the server. [10] 

 

3. DNS-Based IoT detection 

This method is based on detecting IoT devices through DNS queries prior to any packet exchange                

between the device Iot and the device server. [10] 

 

The methods that compose certificate-based searches are based on identifying IoT devices through             

identifying their TLS certificates via HTTPS. The authors use public crawls of TLS certificates in IPv4 in                 

order to identify a set of candidates (certificates) to identify HTTPS servers on IoT devices. Once they have                  

the list of candidates, they identify the certificates and match all the certificates that identify HTTPS servers                 

hosted on IoT devices. [10] 

 

1. Identify Candidate certificates 

The authors propose a list of candidates based on the study of whether or not a certificate comes                  

from a manufacturer or a server hosted on IoT devices. The authors use a list of keywords that an                   

algorithm uses to compare with the certificate. For example, they use keys such as "IP-Camera" to                

identify which type of device issues the certificate. [10] 
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2. Identify IoT certificate 

Once they have the list of certified candidates, they need to match and classify the certificates.                

From the list of applicants, they select two parameters that allow them to identify devices,               

self-signed certificates and no valid domain names. These two parameters let the authors identify              

which certificates belong to IoT devices. They conclude that this type of IoT devices do not                

usually use TLS certificates signed by CAs. Besides, they usually do not have dedicated DNSs, so                

they can use non-valid domain names as identifiers. [10] 

 

After explaining the methods of classification, we can analyze the results obtained by the authors. Broadly                

speaking, the authors use databases to test the defined detection methods. IP-based detection is mainly               

based on the identification of a set of candidates, which allows the identification of IoT devices attached to                  

those candidates. From a set of IoT devices, 10 devices identified as the most popular in Amazon and 21                   

from a database from the UNSW (University of New South Wales). Practically, from the dataset, they are                 

able to identify 171 candidates from the 10 most popular devices in amazon and 48 candidates from 18 of                   

the 21 devices in the UNSW database. Basically, after an analysis of the candidates, they conclude that out                  

of the 31 original devices, they are able to detect 26 of them in total. The authors do not come to specific                      

conclusions regarding certificate-based detections. [10] 

 

Despite the detection methods exposed, the IoT devices do not only represent privacy problems. In this                

case, we have been able to find after a simple search a quite significant reduced set of IP addresses related                    

to a specific IoT model. Although we do not use such highly specific search models, the following example                  

represents another problem that both the authors of the previous paper and we can detect through a simple                  

test. 
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Figure 14. Case 2 attack narration 

 

The screenshot above shows a simple Shodan search of Chromecast devices. It is assumed that these                

devices operate in private, or swept (nated), networks. This means that although a wifi network is necessary                 

to interact with the device, if the network is not well protected the device is visible from the internet. 

The fact that many of the IoT networks (commonly smart home networks) are visible through internet is a                  

threat itself. The majority of the devices are designed to incorporate and be incorporated in low-power and                 

low-cost systems. Many of the problems that this entails is that security is not a factor to be taken into                    

account, since at the level of implementation, energy expenditure, etc., is a major expense. The majority of                 

the devices are implemented to be used in private networks. This privacy is part of the security of the                   

network. When this privacy is broken, and the network is accessible to everyone, the range of exploitability                 

increases drastically. 
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6LowPAN 

6LowPAN is designed to enable the use of IPv6 in low power wireless networks, more specifically                

over IEEE 802.15.4. 6LowPAN is developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) 6LowPAN              

working group for small/pico sensor networks. 6LowPAN avoids memory implementation problems of            

IPv6. 

 

Protocol Stack 

 

Figure 12. Case 2 attack narration. 
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1. Application 

The application layer is the format of the data in use between nodes. It represents the highest level existing                   

in this type of communication. The user is supposed to interact directly with this layer, commonly with                 

upper layers within this layer. In order to simplify, it is usually represented that the user is behind this point                    

within the communication. One of the most common protocols in this type of layer is HTTP. However, this                  

type of protocol is a resource-consuming protocol that low-power devices cannot support. It is necessary to                

simplify communications in order to reduce energy consumption. For this, 6LowPAN generally uses             

COAP. [11] 

 

a. COAP 

Constrained Application Protocol (COAP) is a protocol that is implemented over UDP. COAP is              

defined to be the optimized version of HTTP over UDP. HTTP is only implemented over TCP.                

COAP has a series of mechanisms that it uses to operate in a similar way to HTTP such as:                   

retransmission, confirmable and non-confirmable messages, support for sleepy devices, block          

transfer, subscription support and resources discovery. [11] 

 

b. MQTT 

Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is an application level protocol that is implemented             

over TCP. This protocol implements a publisher/subscriber system, very common in distributed            

systems. The architecture in general implies the use of a third party, in this case an intermediate                 

server, between the communication of two nodes. This server acts as an intermediary. The other               

two parts involved in the system are the publisher and the subscriber. The publisher publishes               

content on the intermediate server. Subscribers subscribe to the content published by the             

publishers and receive the information at the time the publisher to whom they are subscribed               

publishes the content on the intermediate server. Normally, this type of architecture works on a               

topic basis. That is, both subscribers and publishers interact with the topics, so there is no direct                 

communication between them. A publisher publishes on a topic and the intermediate server sends              

the information to all subscribers for that topic. In addition, there are different layers of quality of                 

service (QoS). QoS ensures that messages are received. This implies that it is possible to ensure                

for both parties that the communication is correct, since there is an intermediary in the               

communication. [11] 
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Both previously introduced protocols are used in low-power devices. They are designed to be simple to                

implement, take up no memory space and also reduce energy consumption drastically. This means, as we                

have introduced previously, that certain aspects are adapted in order to reduce costs in all aspects. 

 

2. Transport 

The objective of the transport layer is to generate a session between the communicating parties. There are                 

two common protocols used in the transport layer, UDP and TCP. The use of TCP is the most common of                    

all, since it is connection-oriented and offers a number of advantages over UDP. However, the use of TCP                  

is more expensive at a computation level and implies that the frames in use are longer. Therefore, the most                   

common low-power network protocol is UDP, which is not connection-oriented and is lighter than TCP.               

6LowPAN also allows the use of security enhancements for both TCP (TLS) and UDP (DTLS). [11] 

 

3. Network 

The network layer uses IP. Basically the IP address allows to identify any device through (based on) an                  

address. This implies that its function is to address and route all the information that travels through the                  

network. Commonly, and nowadays the most used IP technology is IPv4. However, due to its use,                

addressing falls short, it is necessary to use the version 6 of the protocol. Practically, 6LowPAN stands out                  

for using IPv6 as IP addressing in its networks. However, there are a number of problems that 6LowPAN                  

must face to implement IPv6. Mainly there are three challenges that need to be solved. The first one is                   

adapting the MTU used by IPv6 (1280B) to the MTU used by IEEE 802.15.4 (127B). Secondly, it is                  

necessary to adapt to the existing connectivity in this type of networks. Generally, these networks operate                

in low power and low performance, which implies interference and connectivity problems. This implies              

that the network layer must be able to respond as well as maintain low power consumption. Finally, it is                   

necessary to adapt IPv6 to work with mesh type networks, since they are the most used by 6LowPAN. [11] 

 

4. 6LowPAN 

This layer is critical for the stack represented in 6LowPAN. This layer adapts the MTU of the upper layer,                   

IPv6, to the lower layers, IEEE 802.15.4. This layer uses RFC 6282 which defines how IPv6 can be                  

encapsulated over IEEE 802.15.4. RFC 6282 also defines certain critical points to adapt correctly IPv6 to                

IEEE 802.15.4, header compression, fragmentation/reassembly and stateless auto configuration. [11] 

 

Header compression focuses on compressing the IPv6 (40B) header with the UDP (8B) header assuming               

they use common fields. Basically, the compression should be done in the most optimal way possible. IPv6                 

can be compressed in different ways, depending on the network in which the devices are in use. Due to the                    

type of networks on which 6LowPAN is implemented, which are normally dynamic and changing, the type                
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of compression must be stateless and shared-context. This prevents the compression ratio from being              

reduced in more unstable networks. Basically, IPv6 has a 40B header. This header is compressed in about 3                  

cases. In the first case, we go from 40B to 2B. This type of communication represents two devices that are                    

in the same network. In the second case, we go from 40B to 12B. This type of communication occurs when                    

one of the devices communicates with another that is outside the network but knows the prefix of the                  

network where the device is. The third case, we go from 40B to 20B. This type of communication occurs                   

when one of the devices communicates with another that is outside the network but does not know the                  

prefix of the network where the device is. [11] 

 

As previously introduced, at the application level, the transport layer headers allow for the use of both TCP                  

and UDP during communication on a 6LowPAN network. Although RFC 6282 does not represent TCP               

compression, UDP can be compressed as well. In this case the compression is increased from 8B of header                  

to 1B. 

 

Besides compression, another critical point is fragmentation and reassembly. Basically, the idea behind             

reassembly is to adapt the MTU defined for IPv6 (1280B) to the size of the MTU so that encapsulation in                    

the IEEE 802.15.4 (127B) layer is possible. To do this, it is necessary to fragment the packets and send                   

them split. When reassembling the packets of the complete MTU, it is necessary to generate some                

information for the assembly to be done correctly. Depending on the type of network and the type of                  

routing, this information changes. In mesh-under routing networks, the packets are assembled at the end               

point. In route-over networks, the packets are mounted in each hop of the network. This has certain                 

implications, since it is necessary that each device through which the packets pass (hops) has the necessary                 

capacity to store and mount the packets. In case a packet is missing, it is necessary to send all of them                     

again, which implies that the communication slows down drastically. This can lead to certain vulnerabilities               

in route-over networks. In general, it is necessary to avoid as much as possible the assembly of packets                  

while they travel through the network. It is necessary to keep the traffic low so that the network is as light                     

as possible. [11] 

 

Related to this, there are different methods for routing packets in 6LowPAN networks. There are two                

methods, mesh-under and route-over. Both methods differ in the level at which the packets climb on                

intermediate architectures, i.e. how many levels of unpacking suffer from communication at nodes where              

the packets jump (intermediate devices). Basically, in route-over networks the routing is at the network               

level, that is, it is routed with IP addresses. However, in mesh-under networks, routing is at the data level,                   

which implies that IEEE 802.15.4 MAC addresses are used. [11] 
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Figure 13. Route-over forwarding. Image based on the following reference [11]. 

 

 

Figure 14. Mesh-under forwarding. Image based on the following reference [11]. 

 

Later we will discuss the types of network architectures that can be commonly found in use of 6LowPAN.                  

However, it is necessary to define the type of routing in this type of network. In mesh-under networks,                  

routing should be simple, so excessive traffic on the network is not generated. Commonly, level 2 is used to                   

route packets, so the traffic is transparent through the network. That is to say, it is not necessary that it                    

passes through any router, since the only existing “real” router in this type of network is the edge router.                   

This type of network has a known domain, for IPv6 compatibility. This domain is transmitted to all devices                  

through broadcast, which generates an excessive amount of traffic. This is why this type of network is                 

usually small and local in scope. [11] 

 

Routing in route-over networks changes slightly. We are talking about more stable and complex networks,               

so some stability is needed. For this, the RFC 6550 defines RPL. RPL defines multipoint-to-point traffic for                 
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devices in the same network. In addition, it defines point-to-multipoint traffic for the central node (control                

center) to communicate with the other nodes. RPL is not intended for point-to-point traffic. RPL uses two                 

routing modes, storing and non-storing modes. Storing mode uses two types of tables, routing tables and                

neighbor tables. Routing tables store information about which devices are routers on the network. The               

neighbor tables store information about the neighbors of a node. Basically it is necessary for the routers to                  

know which other routers are in the network for routing to be possible. The non-storing mode is used in                   

networks with only one router, which is the edge router. This type of network uses source routing, which                  

means that in any communication all the hops are known from the beginning of it. Basically, the node that                   

initiates the communication, sends the information to the router (edge router) and it is the router that                 

includes the information about the final address and routes the packet. [11] 

 

Finally, the last critical point is self-confidence and neighbor discovery. Both aspects are really important               

to make this kind of network possible. Self-configuration consists in the fact that in IPv6 the devices                 

automatically generate a network address without the need for DHCP. This is based on NDP (Network                

Discovery Protocol). NDP is implemented in RPL through four types of packets, RS (Router solicitation),               

RA (Router advertisement), NS (Neighbor solicitation) and NA (Neighbor advertisement). In order to             

generate a unique address, it is necessary to know the prefix of the network in which the device that joins a                     

6LowPAN network is located. This prefix is sent periodically through RS messages. When a node tries to                 

connect to the network, it uses a unicast address (FE80::IID) which will check that it is not in use by                    

another node through an NS message. In case the address is in use, it receives an NA message in a specific                     

time period. This process is known as DAD (Duplicate Address Detection). After this process, the device                

generates an RS message so that the router sends the network prefix and can generate a unique address.                  

[11] 

 

In mesh-under networks, self-configuring source addresses are used. This implies that each device             

generates a local link-address that is generated from IEEE 802.15.4. Basically 64 addresses are used that                

cover the entire network. The only IPv6 address required is in the case where it is necessary to                  

communicate outside the network, which implies that it is necessary to go through the edge router. In                 

route-over networks, link-local addresses are only used to communicate with devices that are in the radio                

range. In case the communication extends further, i.e. several further hops, it is necessary to use IPv6                 

addresses. [11] 

 

5. IEEE 802.15.4 MAC 

This layer represents communication between nodes in a secure manner. This implies that it detects errors                

in communication. In addition, it includes a media access layer (MAC) in order to make communications                
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more secure. With the use of MAC comes CSMA-CA, which is responsible for ensuring that no one is                  

transmitting before the information is sent through the communication channel (air). [11] 

 

6. Physical 

The physical layer in 6LowPAN is based on the use of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. This is one of the                    

features that it clearly shares with other protocols such as ZigBee. This layer can be broken into two parts.                   

The first part is 802.15.4e which is a MAC add-on that includes time slotted channel hopping (TSCH) and                  

coordinated sample listening (CSL). This implies an improvement in energy consumption and makes the              

interface more robust. On the other side, there is 802.15.4g which is a PHY add-on that implies an                  

improvement in the radio frequency range in use. In this case frequencies below 1GHz. This type of add-on                  

is vital in reference to the fact that this type of network is based on low power consumption. [11] 

 

Network topology  

6LowPAN is a fairly simple protocol when it comes to network topologies. Due to the type of                 

stack, the use of IPv6 and the IEEE 802.15.4 base, the most common topology is the use of networks with                    

an edge router and connected through the Internet. It is a protocol that is designed on a large scale, hence                    

the use of IPv6. Generally, smart home focused networks are limited to approximately 250 devices.               

However, larger-scale networks may contain between 102 and 104  devices. 

 

 

Figure 15. 6LowPAN network topology. Image based on the following reference [12]. 
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As shown in the figure above, the most common networks are simple typed. Any network except ad-hoc                 

networks has an edge router that routes all traffic between networks. Within the networks, the routers are in                  

charge of handling the general traffic. Many of the devices are capable of performing simple routing to                 

neighbors or to devices that are at a radio distance. However, when introducing more distant devices, it is                  

necessary for the traffic to communicate to the nearest router, so that it can relay the message between                  

devices that are out of radio range. 

 

The edge-route devices, in this case, are comparable to the TC in the previous protocol. In some way they                   

are the critical point in this type of typology. They are devices that need to be secured more than the rest to                      

avoid problems in the whole network. Somehow, these are proven to be like the TC in mesh networks, if                   

we compare it with ZigBee. In general, most of the traffic goes through them, since they are necessary to                   

make the routing between networks and to include other nodes in the network. 

 

As these networks behave, it is possible to observe a series of characteristics that they all include. The                  

6LowPAN networks need periodic hibernation support for most of the nodes. Most nodes need to hibernate                

(turn off the radio transmitter) to save energy. This shutdown is usually after a successful transmission. In                 

addition, these networks need to be able to evaluate the flexibility, quality and power of the links needed to                   

communicate two nodes. Generally in mesh networks related to IoT protocols, single-hop routing             

algorithms are used. This type of algorithm is based on making a communication from neighbor to                

neighbor until the packet reaches the target. In 6LowPAN networks this type of algorithm is not very                 

effective, mainly because of the energy consumption. In addition, they are networks with great scalability,               

which implies that single-hop algorithms are not the most effective.  

 

In relation to the traffic and the routes that it follows within the 6LowPAN networks, there are three                  

common characteristics, route repair, dynamic adaptive topology and multicast traffic pattern. The            

6LowPAN routing protocols are designed to achieve route repair and should not disturb the energy savings.                

Local repair and end-to-end latency are improved, especially in large networks. Because routes are repaired               

quickly, fewer data packets are lost, and fewer packet transmissions are required to recover lost packets.                

Dynamic adaptive topology is used in the 6LoWPAN routing protocol and in mobile nodes. This supports                

the minimum routing state and message overload of the routing protocol. The physical mobility of the                

nodes makes it necessary for the network protocols to adapt quickly. Some nodes can move from one                 

6LowPAN network to another and are expected to become functional members of the latter network within                

a limited time. Finally, the 6LowPAN routing protocol supports multicast, i.e. point-to-point,            
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point-to-multipoint, or vice versa. The 6LoWPAN routing protocols must be designed with the forwarding              

of packets from/to multiple sources/destinations in mind. 

 

Security Model 

Practically, if we want to evaluate the security and security methods involved in 6LowPAN, it is                

necessary to evaluate the security that the protocol offers at each stack level. Based on the type of networks                   

in which the use of this protocol is involved, it is necessary to evaluate how the stack protects the routing                    

and packets in these networks. Compared to ZigBee, 6LowPAN networks do not have such distinguished               

roles, so this approach is necessary. We can evaluate security in three parts of the stack, the link layer, the                    

network layer and the application layer. [12] 

 

1. Link layer 

At the link level, it is simply necessary to take into account the different encryption algorithms used in this                   

layer. While other layers use more complex protocols, this layer bases its security on different control bits                 

in the packet headers. Practically the security in this layer is frame counter and auxiliary security header                 

(ASH). There are practically seven different ways to encrypt the packets. The most common of them is                 

AES-CBC-MAC with its possible variations depending on the device itself. In spite of the encryption in                

use, frame counter, as we have seen in the previous protocol, does not grant such a reliable security. In this                    

case, an attacker is able to eavesdrop on the communication if he is able to intercept and hit the frame                    

counter on the packets he forges. Even if the attacker is not forging the packets correctly (the frame counter                   

is wrong so that the device with which the attacker is trying to communicate will reject the packet) he can                    

disable the target. This is based on making the target decrypt the packets, even if they are wrong, so it                    

would be wasting more energy. [12] 

 

2. Network layer 

At the network level, it is necessary to talk about IPSec. The goal of IPSec is to authenticate and encrypt                    

every IP packet that travels on the network. In addition, it establishes which cryptographic keys will be                 

used to perform the encryption. IPSec ensures that the security of the communication is maintained from                

point to point. IPSec is implemented at the OS level (generally). IPSec is based on three main protocols,                  

Authentication Header (AH), Encapsulating Security Payloads (ESP) and Security Association (SA). AH is             

in charge of maintaining the integrity and authenticity of the IP datagrams. In addition, it offers protection                 

against replay attacks, which we have previously seen to be the main enemy of protocols such as ZigBee.                  

ESP is in charge of maintaining the confidentiality, integrity and source authentication of the data payloads.                

SA is in charge of implementing the algorithms and data needed to implement AH and ESP. IPSec can be                   

used in two possible ways. We could say that there are two modes in which IPSec operates, tunnel and                   
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transport. The transport mode only encrypts the content of the message, without encoding the header, which                

implies that routing is not affected. On the other hand, the tunnel mode encrypts the entire packet. This                  

mode is commonly implemented in architectures using VPNs. IPSec normally uses key management             

protocols. The most commonly used is IKEv2. [12] 

 

In order to adapt IPSec to protocols with certain restrictions, such as 6LowPAN, it is necessary to compress                  

IPSec. For this purpose, IPHC (IP Header Compression) and NHC (Next Header Compression) are used.               

Basically, NHC is a type of encoding, which allows the AH and ESP protocols to be compressed by                  

introducing them as a header extension to the compressed header, NHC. There is a way to compress both                  

through certain fields in the headers (LowPAN_NHC for AH and ESP). It is also necessary to adapt SA.                  

According to the following reference, there is a way to compress IKEv2 to avoid excessive use of                 

signaling. This is done by switching from RSA asymmetric cryptography to ECC (Elliptic Curve              

Cryptography) with Diffie-Hellman. [13] [14] 

 

3. Application layer 

At the application level, security is based on the use of DTLS. DTLS is the adaptation of TLS to be used                     

with UDP. DTLS is divided into two layers. The lower layer is the record protocol, which provides                 

symmetric encryption to keep confidentiality and integrity intact during encryption. The top layer is based               

on four protocols, the handshake, change cipher spec, alert and application data. The only interesting step in                 

this layer is the handshake security, which negotiates the security settings and generates a session key to                 

secure the communication. Despite DTLS, it is necessary to use keys to encrypt the communications.               

Generally, these keys depend on the security mode in use. This type of key is implemented at the                  

deployment level, generally depending on the manufacturer of the device. There are four modes, no sec, pre                 

shared key, raw public key and certificate. The no sec mode does not use DTLS, so the communications                  

travel in clear text (anybody correctly placed can read them). This means that any device placed in the                  

communication is able to read all the content that travels through the network. Pre pre-shared key uses a                  

symmetric key pair. The keys are linked to the nodes that can use them through a table implanted in the                    

device itself. Raw public key uses an asymmetric key pair in addition to the use of a specific identity for                    

each device along with a list of nodes with which it can communicate. Certificate uses an asymmetric key                  

pair plus an X.509 certificate which is verified by an issuing authority and a list of anchors that can verify                    

the certificate. [12] 

 

In order to imagine the big picture, we can come to the conclusion that 6LowPAN is mainly based on the                    

three layers explained above. The previous reference analyses in an exhaustive way the datagram packets in                

practically all the previous layers, bit by bit of each header. However, it may be necessary to look at a                    
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larger scale, i.e. more generally. The lower layers, usually both the link layer (MAC 802.15.4) and the even                  

lower physical layer (PHY 802.15.4), offer "physical" packet security, i.e. they encrypt the content and               

generate a secure way of maintaining a transmission. The physical layer in both protocols is basically the                 

same. In this case, the MAC layer is a bit different from the MAC layer in ZigBee. 6LowPAN has a much                     

wider range of ciphers than ZigBee. There is one clear difference between protocols and that is the number                  

of different elements that make up a network. ZigBee bases all its defenses on a single device, the TC,                   

while 6LowPAN needs to distribute it across the network. This is why it is necessary to implement                 

protocols such as IPSec. [12] 

 

The next two layers are practically the defensive core of 6LowPAN. As the use of the protocol and the type                    

of network is considered, a somewhat more stable way of routing packets than ZigBee is necessary.                

Practically at the network level as well as at the application level, there is IPSec and DTLS. Both protocols,                   

although adapted to 6LowPAN, are less lightweight than those used in ZigBee, which does not imply that                 

they are more secure. Basically at the application level 6LowPAN uses two communication protocols RPL               

and CoAP. The most critical point should be in this layer, since it is the one that contains and generates the                     

information that travels in the network. If there is any kind of vulnerability in this layer, the rest will                   

somehow protect it, so it is necessary to analyze what vulnerabilities exist at this level. For example,                 

outside the scope but valid to illustrate, if we try to inject code into any web page, the vulnerability itself is                     

the injection and travels safely and protected by other protocols until it reaches its destination. In order to                  

avoid this type of problem, it is necessary to look at the most critical layer and avoid the maximum number                    

of vulnerabilities that exist in it. [12] 
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Table 2. 6LowPAN stack security elements. Table based on the following reference [12]. 

 

6LowPAN Vulreabilities 

● Selective forwarding attack 

Selective packet forwarding allows an attacker to perform a DoS to the network based on routing paths and                  

protocol filtering. The purpose of the attack is to disrupt routes and filter any protocols used on the                  

network. Based on RPL a potential attacker is able to forward the control messages and drop the rest of the                    

traffic. A possible solution to this problem is to create dynamic paths between network nodes. Another                

solution is to encrypt the traffic traveling on the network so that the attacker will not be able to identify                    

RPL packets. Heartbeat protocol solves selective forwarding. Basically, Heartbeat protocol checks if the             

network is in optimal conditions when sending the traffic (it detects interruptions in the network topology).                

[15] [16] [27] 

 

● Sinkhole attack 

In sinkhole attacks the attacking node announces a beneficial path to attract many nearby nodes to direct                 

traffic through it. The attack does not disrupt the operation of the network. However, it is possible to                  

combine this attack with other attacks to increase the range and threat of the resulting scenario. There are                  

two solutions to avoid sinkhole attacks. All of them are based on the fact that the most common topologies                   

in which RPL is used are tree-shaped. That is, they are similar to those found in ZigBee networks. To avoid                    

this type of problem there are parent fail-over and rank authentication techniques. Rank authentication              

technique is based on evaluating whether the node has a certain rank for the traffic to pass through it or not.                     
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This means that it is necessary to identify which nodes are possibly malicious. To do this, a hash is                   

calculated for each node by using a random value from the root node, which is stored in the child node of                     

the node calculating the hash. The child hash is calculated based on the parent hash and a message from the                    

root node. Once the hash is calculated, it is stored along with the number of hops in the path. This                    

technique is based on the fact that the malicious node is not able to calculate the hash correctly nor the                    

number of hops, the child node of the malicious node is able to check whether its parent is a legitimate                    

node or not. Parent fail over is a technique for blacklist nodes. If a node specifically receives a message                   

from the root node specifying that its parent is on a sinkhole route, the node is able to put its parent on a                       

blacklist in order to avoid sending traffic through that branch. [16] [17] [27] 

 

● Clone ID attack 

The attacking node clones the identity of another node to gain access to traffic destined for the victim node.                   

The Clone ID attack is possible in the RPL network. It is possible to identify cloned IDs by matching                   

certain characteristics of the nodes, such as hashes, geolocation, instance tracking number, etc. This attack,               

although it seems simple, involves certain factors. The first factor is as simple as identifying the ID of the                   

victim node. This means that the attacker already has access to the network, or has physical access to the                   

node itself, which would allow him to clone it. Physical node tampering is one of the most dangerous                  

techniques, since it is possible to directly access the memory of the node. Another factor is to know the                   

location of the node inside the topology. In many cases it is complicated to identify exactly the structure of                   

a topology (from the position of an attacker). [15] [27] 

 

● Sybil attack 

Sybil attack is based on the use of several identities in a single physical node. A node with different IDs                    

may be able to control different parts of the network, since it can be identified in different places at the                    

same time. In this way, the node to external eyes has a unique ID, but receives traffic from all the different                     

IDs set in the physical device. [18] [27] 

 

● Hello flooding attack 

Hello flooding attack is based on a node being able to join a network through a HELLO message with                   

acceptable routing metrics. This type of attack uses neighbor nodes to try to include itself in a 6LowPAN                  

network. Routing metrics are necessary to make neighbors think they are legitimate nodes. One of the ways                 

to avoid this type of attack is through geolocation. It is possible to reduce the scope of the attack by simply                     

allowing the nodes that receive the HELLO message to be within an acceptable transmission distance of the                 

device that sends the HELLO message. This type of attack is not very consistent in 6LowPAN networks,                 
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since RPL corrects this type of "errors" through repair mechanisms. However, it is possible to give                

consistency to this attack in combination with other types of attacks. [15] [27] 

 

● Wormhole attack 

Wormhole attack aims to interrupt the network topology and traffic flow. Based on two attackers located on                 

the network, it is possible to establish a tunnel between them and make all the traffic pass through them.                   

One of the problems that we previously introduced in tree type networks, is that the traffic goes up and                   

down through the parent nodes when the communication is between nodes at the same or different level                 

(referring to the tree topology). This way, it is easy to redirect the traffic through a single branch, in this                    

case the tunnel generated by both malicious nodes. This kind of attacks can be appeased through                

tree-topology construction techniques like Markle. Instead of building a tree from the root node, the tree is                 

built from the leaves, identifying the parents until the root node is reached. In this way we identify each                   

node with its path to the root node. Any node outside the chain is considered malicious, which implies that                   

it will not be considered to route traffic. In addition, it is necessary to have two attackers strategically                  

positioned in the network. The more two attackers needed, the less likely the attack will be successful. [15]                  

[27] 

 

● Blackhole attack 

The objective of a blackhole attack is to interrupt the functionality of the network from an existing node on                   

the network. Silently, a node controlled by an attacker is able to drop all the packets that pass through it. In                     

this way, the branch in which the node is located is rendered completely useless. The following reference                 

demonstrates a successful blackhole attack on a 6LowPAN network. The author demonstrates the attack on               

three different network types. The simulation compares traffic results in normal networks, in networks with               

a node performing a forwarding attack and another network where the classic blackhole attack is               

performed. Basically the study concludes that it is possible to generate some instability in the network.                

They do not completely demonstrate whether the network is totally unusable or not. They also talk about                 

the general delay on the network. This network delay for the rest of the packets increases in scenarios with                   

presence of malicious nodes in the same way that the packets generated in malicious nodes are also                 

delayed. [20] [27] 

 

● Denial of service attack 

Denial of Service (DoS) attacks are based on distorting or destroying the overall behavior of a network. To                  

do this, they attempt to render some of the nodes that make the network useless. In 6LowPAN networks,                  

the most common is using UDP packets. The main objective is to flood the network with UDP packets,                  

based on the fact that 6LowPAN uses IPv6. The problem with this type of attack is that it is very difficult to                      
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detect which nodes are malicious and which are not. The goal of the attack is to bring the network down by                     

any means. Commonly, an attempt is made to infiltrate a high number of malicious nodes into the network                  

to be attacked. Based on this, the attackers are able to launch the attack and destroy the connectivity in the                    

network. In addition, this type of attack involves a very high number of attack vectors. This means that not                   

only are remote attacks or infiltrated nodes used, but it is also possible to physically intervene in the nodes                   

that form the network. [21] [27] 

 

In 6LowPAN networks it is necessary to identify the nodes in the most specific way possible. Due to the                   

objective these networks are builded for and the size they may have, it is normal that the methods of                   

inclusion of nodes in 6LowPAN networks need to be fast and therefore less secure. However, due to the                  

effectiveness of these attacks and how quickly they can spread, it is necessary to define certain methods                 

that control the processes of inclusion of nodes in 6LowPAN networks, in addition to controlling the nodes                 

that already exist in the network. 

 

● Alteration and spoofing attack 

1. Rank Attack: In RPL the rank value increases from the root node to the child node. An                 

attacker capable of changing the rank value is able to attract other nodes to be selected as                 

parents or to be placed as a child node in order to redirect all the traffic passing through                  

them. In this way, it is able to redirect traffic to the root node, which implies a network                  

saturation. This type of attack has different implications, mainly, the formation of            

non-optimized paths, loop formation, non used optimized paths, delays in the delivery of             

packets in the destination nodes and changes in the topology around the malicious node,              

which implies the update of this in the neighboring nodes (which also implies more              

control over the network for the attacker). [22] [23] [24] [27] 

 

In order to avoid this type of attack it is necessary to implement VeRA (Version number                

and Rank Authentication) in the network topology. VeRA prevents decrementing range           

values from being published by other nodes. Such values are calculated from hash strings              

from the root node to the child nodes. This way an attacker is not able to generate a hash                   

capable of improving the existing range values in the hash. However, VeRA suffers from              

a couple of vulnerabilities, rank hash chain forgery and rank replay attack, where the              

attacker is able to access the credentials used to validate the rank update message from               

the root node to the child nodes (VeRA suffers from a vulnerability where it discloses the                

cryptographic credentials while rank updating the nodes). In this way, an attacker is able              

to validate the rank updates he considers to use. In order to protect the topologies against                
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this kind of attacks, there is TRAIL (Trust Anchor Interconnection Loop). TRAIL defines             

a generic scheme for network topologies that allows nodes to validate their path to the               

root node, which avoids topological inconsistencies, network overload and rank spoofing.           

[25] [26] [27] 

 

2. Local Repair Attack: An attacker capable of generating local repair messages on a             

6LowPAN network is capable of generating interferences on the network. The attacker            

without any problem with the quality of the link, periodically sends a local repair              

message. This causes local repair around the nodes listening to the local repair message.              

The attack creates more impact on the delivery rate than any other type of attack,               

generates more control packets and increases the end-to-end delay. It also drains the             

power of the node unnecessarily. [28] 

 

3. Neighbor attack: An attacker is able to forward binding packets to the 6LowPAN             

network without adding any information about himself. From this point on, the rest of the               

nodes in transmission range can listen to the message and think the node is a new parent.                 

In this way, a node is able to modify the topology of the neighbors it is attacking. This is                   

a type of wormhole attack where the attacker forwards DIO-type packets. [24] [27] 

 

 

Table 3. RPL Attacks and countermeasures. Table based on the following reference [27]. 
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Conclusions and future research steps 

Based on the previous research, several conclusions can be drawn from the study. We have               

analyzed the ZigBee protocol, which is widely used within the IoT world, focused on home networks. We                 

have analyzed the protocol stack itself, which is based on four layers. Based on the protocol, we have                  

defined which network topologies are the most commonly used, based on the ZigBee protocol. These               

networks are star, tree and mesh networks. In addition, ZigBee has different security models, which allow it                 

to define which keys are used during communication. At this point, it is possible to conclude that the most                   

common vulnerability found in ZigBee is related to the process a device follows when joining a network.                 

This means that the inclusion process is really weak. This weakness has its origin in the definition of the                   

protocol itself. That is, the protocol is prepared to accept devices from different manufacturers. Commonly               

a manufacturer uses ZigBee, since it is open source, but they usually modify the application layer in use.                  

This implies that only devices from the same manufacturer could be used. To avoid this, ZigBee uses                 

mechanisms to include generic devices in ZigBee networks, such as the use of default keys (preconfigured                

global link key, for instance). In addition, the fact that there are no strong controls to prevent replay attacks                   

makes ZigBee highly vulnerable. As we have seen, replay attacks imply that once the attacker is within the                  

target network, he is able to place himself between the device and the TC and is able to listen and replicate                     

the sending of messages impersonating the TC. 

 

On the other hand, 6LowPAN, unlike ZigBee, uses IPv6 as a network level communication protocol. This                

implies that networks can become much larger. Below the network layer, we have RPL. RPL is the most                  

common routing protocol used in 6LowPAN networks. RPL is based on tree networks. The most common                

networks in 6LowPAN are mesh networks. Partially, mesh networks are composed of tree structures that               

allow the use of RPL. Therefore, we have considered the analysis of RPL as a weak point in 6LowPAN                   

networks. After all, the aim of the study was to demonstrate that these networks are vulnerable to denial of                   

service attacks and intrusions. To do this, the most common thing is to attack the routing protocols, since                  

they manage the traffic in the network. In the case of 6LowPAN, there is a common factor in most attacks,                    

all of them are based on redirecting traffic through a specific node. Rerouting traffic subsequently implies                

that the node involved is able to read, control traffic and manage the network. Managing the network                 

implies that the node is capable of denying the service to the rest of the nodes, which implies that the                    

network becomes unusable. 

 

In order to continue and give a sense to the research in this document, it would be interesting to mention a                     

series of ideas that could highly enrich this project. This work has focused on the classic study of two                   

protocols used in short and medium range networks. In fact, the most common protocols and greater use                 
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due to factors such as development and implementation, ZigBee and 6LowPAN. At the moment it is                

possible to approach this project in the following two ways: 

 

1. Case study 

From the beginning, this was an idea that was tried to be carried out. However, due to the current                   

conditions it has not been possible to make it real. The objective was to evaluate in a practical way the                    

behaviour of both protocols under specific threats. In other words, it was intended to evaluate the security                 

of a short/medium range network through DoS attacks. For this purpose, we defined a small system which                 

we could evaluate and test. The testing was focused on domestic networks, since they are the most common                  

ones built with IoT elements. We defined a small list of elements to mount a simple network that we could                    

later test.  

 

The laboratory is formed of two end devices and a TC, which are connected to each other through ZigBee.                   

The TC is connected to a router through an ethernet connection, which allows it to generate the link                  

between the end devices and define a controller for them in the network. That means, it is possible to                   

control the end devices by sending instructions to the hub (TC) through a WiFi network. These instructions                 

are then sent from the hub to the end devices through ZigBee signals. Behind this idea, an attempt was                   

made to answer questions related to the network in use as well as the protocols in use. It is curious to think                      

that there is a controller, in this case a mobile phone, that belongs to the network and is part of it without                      

using IoT protocols. By this same idea, it is not unreasonable to evaluate if an attacker, exploiting IoT                  

protocols is able to access higher level systems, such as a router or the internet network through which                  

these devices communicate. After all, in the topology designed for the laboratory, one of the IoT devices                 

(hub) is connected directly to a router through an ethernet interface. This implies that, in case an attacker is                   

able to access the IoT device, he will also have access to the router through the interface it is using. 

 

Besides the idea of testing a home network, there is the fact that these networks are connected to the                   

Internet. This implies that the visibility of these networks is no longer only physical, i.e. the range of the                   

physical transmitter, but has worldwide visibility. Any computer with internet connectivity is probably able              

to access these types of networks. It can be interesting to evaluate this visibility through tools such as                  

Shodan. As it is reproduced in this paper, it is possible to see which IoT devices, with known                  

vulnerabilities, are visible from the Internet. 
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2. Content extension 

Another possible approach of this project is to extend the range of protocols under study. There is a wide                   

variety of protocols related to short and medium range networks. We propose to extend this project with the                  

following protocols: 

 

❏ BLE 

BLE is a short range communication protocol developed by Bluetooth Special Interest Group             

(SIG) to be a low-powered solution to control and monitor applications. BLE is used as a                

single-hop network solution, to be applied in different areas like healthcare, consumer electronics,             

smart energy and security. 

 

BLE stack is formed of 5 layers, grouped by host layers and controller layers. Host layers are GAP                  

(Generic Access Profile, along with GATT), SMP (Security Manager Protocol, along with ATT)             

and L2CAP (Logical Link Control and Application Protocol). Controller layers are the link layer              

and the physical layer. In between the host layer and the controller layer we can find the HCI                  

(Host Controller Interface). As the physical layer, BLE operates in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. It                

defines 40 RF channels with 2 MHz channel spacing. These 40 channels can be either advertising                

(device discovery, connection establishment and broadcast transmission) or data (bidirectional          

communications) channels. Commonly 3 advertising channels and 37 data channels. Related to the             

link layer. When only broadcast is needed, the transmission is done through the advertising              

channels. Based on advertising events, the transmitter subsequently uses the advertising channels            

in different intervals of time for packet transmission. Bidirectional data transmission follows an             

asymmetric procedure. The advertiser announces through the advertising channel that it is a             

connectable device, while the other device (initiator) listens for such advertisement. When the             

initiator finds the advertiser, it transmits a connection request message to the advertiser which              

creates a point-to-point connection between the two devices. [28] 

 

BLE defines two roles in between the connection, the master (initiator) and the slave (advertiser).               

Other technologies involved in the stack are L2CAP, ATT and GATT. L2CAP is a simplified               

protocol from the Bluetooth L2CAP. ATT defines the communication between two devices            

playing the roles of server and client, on top of the L2CAP channel. GATT defines the framework                 

that uses ATT for service discovering and exchange of characteristics from one device to another.               

[28] 
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BLE security can be broken down in two mutually-exclusive security models, LE Security Mode 1               

and 2. Both models provide different security functionalities at the Link layer and the ATT layer,                

respectively. Basically, authentication is addressed through the CCM algorithm (cipher block           

chaining-message authorization code). Encryption is addressed through 128-bit AES block cipher.           

When BLE is enforced to be used along with both encryption and authorization, a MIC (message                

integrity check) code is usually appended at the end of the data PDU. Encryption is then done to                  

the whole PDU plus the MIC. When BLE is enforced to use authorization and not encryption,                

AES 128-bit with a counter is used. The counter is used to avoid replay attacks. BLE has a privacy                   

feature that makes the device difficult to track. This feature is based on a private address which is                  

the public address of the device encrypted. When speaking about pairing, security is mainly              

enforced in 3 different phases. During the first phase, both devices announce to each other their                

input/output capabilities. Based on common capabilities, they chose a method for the second             

phase. The second phase is mainly generating a SKT (Short-term key) for the third phase. To                

generate the SKT both devices use a TK (Temporary key) plus a random value. The TK can be                  

generated either throughout the band, passkey entry or just works techniques. Finally, the third              

phase transmits a PDU, formed by a LTK (long-term key), a CSRK (connection signature              

resolving key) and an IRK (identity resolving key). This PDU is then encrypted with the SKT                

from the second phase. [28] 

 

The use of BLE is supposed to have a prominent future for several reasons. Technologically, the                

protocol itself does not suppose a high cost of implementation, since it has much in common with                 

Bluetooth (the cost only implies an increase in the circuitry). From a point of view in IoT system                  

architectures, BLE is expected to make use of IP addresses between devices using this technology,               

which implies the use of these devices as IP routers in future IoT architectures. From a point of                  

view focused on the market of IoT technologies, BLE has an advantageous position compared to               

other technologies. There are more mature technologies as far as IoT is concerned, however none               

of them is as focused as BLE on the world of smartphones. [28] 

 

❏ Z-Wave 

Z-Wave is a wireless communication protocol developed by Sigma Designs, Inc. Z-Wave SDK is              

only available to OEMs attached to a NDA (avoids public disclosure) and a price in between 1.5K                 

to 3K USD. Z-Wave operates in the ISM radio frequency, 868.42 MHz (Europe) and 908.42MHz               

(United States). 
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Z-Wave stack is based on 4 layers, the Application layer, the Routing layer, the Transport layer                

and the Physical layer. Basically the application layer contains the Z-Wave command classes. The              

routing layer is in charge of the mesh network management and routing. The transport layer is in                 

charge of the framing, retransmission and ACK. The physical layer is in charge of the radio                

frequency transmission. Physical layer. Basically, Z-Wave works in two different RF bands. The             

US band operates in the 908.42 MHz, while the European band operates in the 868.42 MHz. For                 

the purpose of this paper and the future work related, RF hardware should be configured to be able                  

to operate in different date rates and modulation schemes. [29] 

 

The transport layer is in charge of retransmission, packet ACK, waking up low powered network               

nodes (beam packets) and packet origin authentication. The transport layer forms a PDU formed              

by a 32 bit network id, an 8 bit frametype id (single-cast, multicast or routed), a flag, 8                  

pre-payload bits, the payload and an 8 bit checksum. The checksum follows an algorithm designed               

and developed by ITU-T G.9959. The transport layer is also in charge of beam frames. Beam                

frames are used to wake up devices that are waiting for an incoming signal (usually sleeping to                 

save energy). The protocol defines each beam frame should be sent in 100 ms intervals. Related to                 

the routing layer. Z-Wave forms mesh-network topologies with up to 233 nodes attached to a               

single controller device. In order to maintain topologies with more than 2 node link connections,               

each node can act as a repeater. In order to maintain a mesh network, each device maintains a                  

topology map. This topology can be maintained based on a discovery and a healing service that                

each device has. This means when a device is eliminated from the network, other devices have the                 

capability to discover this device is no longer connected to the network and can "heal", update, his                 

topology map. Related to the Application layer. The application layer parses the payload and              

decodes both commands and parameters supplied. If the commands come from a Z-Wave             

controller, the commands are forwarded to the controller software. Otherwise, they are processed             

by the firmware, developed through the Z-Wave SDK and computed by the Z-Wave chip. [29] 

 

As previously introduced the routing layer might be vulnerable in different aspects. First of all,               

Z-Wave might have routing issues which makes the routing mechanism vulnerable. Apparently, it             

is possible to add rouge nodes to Z-Wave topologies. Rogue nodes can modify other device's               

routing tables which may lead to topology issues. Not just related to the routing layer but also                 

based on the reference, Z-Wave traffic can be sniffed to identify encryption methods used within               

the communication. They define different scenarios where Z-Wave communications are sniffed.           

They do not specify if encryption methods are specific to each device. [29] 
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❏ LoRaWAN 

LoRaWAN is a physical layer IoT communication protocol to facilitate low-power long-distance            

communications. The following reference states communications based on LoRaWAN are up to            

20 km long. While other protocols are based on IEEE 802.15.4 or IEEE 802.11, LoRaWAN is                

based on LPWAN (Low Power Wide Area Network). LoRa has been designed to implement              

private LPWAN networks. 

LoRaWAN common implementations stack is formed of 4 layers: Application, LoRa MAC, LoRa             

Modulation and the Regional ISM band physical layer. Based on the stack design, LoRaWAN              

networks are basically designed to be long ranged and as much simple as possible. A common                

topology is formed by an end device connected to a gateway (single hop). Gateways simply               

forward packets to the network server through a backhaul network based on IP protocols.              

Confidentiality and integrity is enforced through the use of a symmetric key (AES-128 bits). In               

order to obtain this key, there are two ways used in LoRaWAN networks, over-the-air activation               

(OTAA) and activation by personalization (ABP). ABP is as simple as a predefined key in the                

device. The key is commonly burned in the memory through the USB or JTAG interface. Based                

on OTTA, the end device asks permissions to connect to the LoRaWAN network through join               

request, join access messages. [30] 

Related to cryptography bases, one major limitation of automatic protocol verification is that it              

generally considers the cryptography bases to be ideal. In practice, there might be weaknesses in               

the cryptographic primitives that would impact on the security of the protocol. As an example,               

researchers have previously described some fundamental flaws in AES using the electronic          

codebook (ECB) mode, used to encrypt the joinaccept message of LoRaWAN v1.1. [31] [32] 

Related to key preloading. In the key agreement context, the (joint) key-control property prevents              

any party in the network from selecting a predefined value for the shared session key. Doing this                 

stops one party from having any kind of benefits over the other party. The preloading of the root                  

keys in LoRaWAN v1.1 (NwkKey and AppKey) into the ED violates this expected key-control              

property. The main advantage of the key-control property is to guarantee the independence in the               

key agreement process for the concerned parties. In addition to that, key preloading requires extra               

resources in terms of separate and secure means for the loading process. [33] 

Related to infrastructure trust. The previous version of LoRaWAN v1.0 had security            

vulnerabilities, introduced in “LoRaWAN: Vulnerability analysis and practical exploitation”. The          
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work mentions a specific version of man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack called bit-flipping attack,            

in which an adversary (or a rogue NS) changes the content of the messages in between NS and                  

AS. This attack is still valid for v1.1 as mentioned in the specification document : “Application                

payloads are end-to-end encrypted between the ED and the AS, but they are integrity protected               

only in a hop-by-hop fashion; one hop between the ED and the NS, and the other hop between the                   

NS and the AS. That means, a malicious NS may be able to alter the content of the data messages                    

in transit, which may even help the NS to infer some information about the data by observing the                  

reaction of the application end-points to the altered data. ” Therefore, as stressed by the               

specification document, NSs are considered as trusted servers by default. However, entities are             

recommended to use additional end-to-end security solutions if they are wishing to implement             

end-to-end confidentiality and integrity protection against MITM attacks. [34] [35] 
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